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About This Game

Features:

Level up your space pilot. Earn points by destroying enemies and surviving. Spend your points at the shop, upgrade your
ship and equip a variety of defence and weapon systems.

A massive amount of randomly generated enemies, power ups, secret weapons and huge bosses.

Protect your ship! Exit your ship and attack the aliens while your shields are regenerating.

An awesome authentic chip sound track.

Disclaimer:

Star Drifter is a full screen action space shooter. You play with your keyboard. We have developed the game to feel like an old
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school arcade, hard, very hard, super punishing space shooter. The game is not easy and you will die a lot. Please take caution, if
you're in the mood for something that will hold your hand or let you win, you're in the wrong place. Star Drifter is ideal for

casual gamers that enjoy a real challenge. Prepare to be destroyed over and over again, lose your score and rage at the computer.

Thank you and good luck!
Dan and Martin.
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Title: Star Drifter
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nostalgia Hound, PiGravity
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016
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Infinite space 3 is the third game from the infinite space franchise, about spaceships, they now dared to go to 3D gameplay, and
it kind of works for the galactic map but that's as much 3D there is.
In this game you start in terran home planet buying your first ship and explore planets finding allies,enemies,items to sell so you
can buy a better ship or buy new allies mercenaries, and i would like to say more but that's all there is.
The game abruptly ends after about 8k days giving you a score and there's a lot of replayability but the maps are always the
same and most of the events are so.
Managing more than 1 ship in battle is quite difficult, specially the smaller ones since they're too tiny and there's no save
feature.
Still i give it a so-so score since i know this is in development and there's a lot of chances for this to become a great game, only
thing we can do is pray and wait.
It can be worth the 10$ if you're a fan of these games, but better wait for bundles, they even sold it for 1$ for 24 hours because
they admitted they lacking money to finish some aspects of the game, so if you want to help them then pay full price. How can i
say something about this game, when i'm the only player in it?. Every weapon is pay2play.
Everyone teamkills.

dont buy. Great story with wonderful artwork, the music is just perfect as well.

my rate: 9/10. ridiculously fun evenings got spent!. 10/10 game, would get cancer again!. I bought this for the artstyle, but by-
god I cannot understand what is happening.
That's from both the terrible english, and how I assume it's supposed to seem dream-like

I'm sure if I knew more russian than\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\
u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, I'd enjoy myself, but you should not buy this until they fix the translation.
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Baron Reaves went down on me on my second playthrough

10\/10 would play again.. I was lured in by pretty graphics and match 3 gameplay. I quietly suffered through cringeworthy
writing and an interface that is so bad I was amazed that any one at Square Enix allowed it to be published. I made it through an
obnoxious boss battle where the guy keeps running away but the screen dramatically announces my "DEFEAT", then I chase
him around on the silly map until he finally stops and I can go through it over (... and over and over) again.

These weren't the reasons I decided to put the game away for good. What really got to me were the things added to provide a
"challenge". I need a good challenge but there comes a point when it's not fun anymore. I'm very familiar with match 3 games
and lots of them add things like locking or freezing pieces on the board or making pieces require timely removal before
something bad happens. This game uses all of those but in ways that are excessive. There were too many times when a
dangerous piece appeared but had a very short timer and I had no matches on the board and frequently no matching colors
anywhere near the piece. So I'd have to make what the game calls "Idle Twists" to move the pieces where I needed them. The
game makes sure you know every time you've done this by filling the screen with the words "IDLE TWIST" in an overly
dramatic way and punishing you. It feels excessive because it's making an awfully big deal about a necessary part of the strategy.

Then to top it off, when you produce a special attack piece it gets locked in place. I don't know why. It seems unnecessarily
cruel. But it's fine, right? I mean, in most match 3 games that's not such a big deal but in this "twisting" style of game it creates
big limitations and to top it off you need those pieces fairly quickly to advance but you also immediately need to get rid of the
"bad" pieces but none of the matching colors you need are on the board or if they are you still need to slowly nudge them over
while getting punished with every careful and tedious click. On some boards I played I had absolutely no chance of winning
because of the game's design and algorithms. That wouldn't have been so annoying if a loss didn't mean such a heavy penalty as
it does in this game because of the "rpg" elements. I just wanted to play a cool twisty match 3 with a fantasy story and pokemon-
like pet collecting and nice pictures. That's not what this is. This is a game that hates the players and wants us to suffer.

Tl;dr: I feel like the people who made this game didn't have an understanding of what makes a match 3 game fun to play.. This
game will not work on steam. Shame on you steam for selling a turd. At least I only lost $4. STAY AWAY, DO NOT BUY
THIS GAME.. I do not reccommend this game. The idea for this game was great, the features promised was nice, but in the end
the game didn't hold up to what it was offering. The play value was short, and honestly, you just lose your interest after awhile.
If you like music games I would rather recommend Audiosurf.. Piece of art.
There were no glitches and even reload animations.
Give it a try if youre a fun of the GTA series.. Visually beautiful and potential to become an amazing game. This game brings a
lot to the table with its dynamic leveling system. If you want my full opinion check out my video about it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7eQ0bRKNnFU. How do i refund it?. No comment. lol. So Retro it's modern!

Okay, maybe not that modern, but there are actually improvements from past Avernum's in play and they even have a bit of a
"Cinematic" of sorts too at the beginning that brings the story of the two previous Avernum series up to the current situation.

While I have not completed the game I've gotten a good distance into it and I really enjoy this game. It has excellent story and
even if you haven't played the other two (I do reccomend you do) there is a lot to this game. If you're a fan of old style D&D
style games this actually might fit something you like and it's carried by a very in depth and intriguing story. There are many
stories though within the story, an aspect that I always love about games that makes such things readily possible, and the game
contains a lot of good challenges too.

Puzzles to help overcome encounters, challenging fights that make you use your party effectively, story choices that matter a lot,
and opportunities to be both particularly good or be more evil as well too. You can easily ride a middle ground in your adventure
for this.

It also delves a bit more into the Empire, it's history, and even the world that Avernum is upon in more ways than expected. The
world and lore has a tremendous amount of depth and so much more can even come from this story and series and I look
forward to future games from this team.

. This is a Very Fun, Silly, and Creative game. It's even more fun playing with friends! It's totally worth the $15.00. People look
at this game and think, "Oh this just looks stupid." But the game is acutually very very very Fun! You should get it and Play with
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me!
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